Stress versus immunity

Abstract
The aim of this mini-review is to discuss the effects of early life stress on some aspects of the immune response. Results from research models applied to study this subject, showed that stimuli that cause stress during early life alters the development of offspring’s immune system, making it more prone to suffer different diseases.
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Introduction
Stress can be defined as a real or supposed threat to physical or psychological integrity of an individual, resulting in a physiological and/or behavioral response. The degree of damage caused by the stress depends on the nature, intensity and duration of the stimuli as well as the stage of gestation at which the stressor is applied. Dhabhar & McEwen showed that the activation of the physiologic stress response systems can also enhance immune function as evidenced by increase in allergic contact sensitivity or delayed-type hypersensitivity. In contrast, acute stress has no effect on the course of irritant contact sensitivity, an immune reaction that does not involve an Ag-specific memory response. Herbert & Cohen suggested that objective stressful events lead to larger immune changes than subjective self-reports of stress and that interpersonal events are related to different immune outcomes than non-social events.

Results
Studies conducted in our laboratory demonstrated that adult rats prenatally stressed exposed to acute postnatal stress stimuli had fewer corticosterone levels than control animals. Postnatal stress decreased leucocyte and lymphocyte numbers while increased neutrophils; the effect was smaller in prenatally stressed animals. Furthermore, in a stress situation, prenatally stressed rats had lower T cell proliferation and IL-2 release.

Discussion
When stress situations alter the endogenous environment of a pregnant mother, it exerts profound influences on the development of an organism and may predispose to adaptive disturbances in postnatal life. Chronic prenatal exposure to a severe stressor such as immobilization alters hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal axis activity as shown by the increased maternal corticosterone concentration. The studies performed in our laboratory reflects that the application of stress stimuli during pregnancy in rats affects the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis of male offspring’s and the time to reach sexual maturity. It also produces weight loss, modifies the immunological cells distribution and produces alterations in adrenal gland physiology.

There is a very close relationship between neuroendocrine and immune system, interaction mostly mediated by adrenal stress hormones. They are the major mediators of leucocyte redistribution. Prenatal stressed animals showed lower T cell proliferation and decreased IL-2 release and predisposed the offspring to an allergic episode. Student present in forty-two college showed that interleukins levels were also altered by stress situation as school examination. Psychologic stress causes increased levels of IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-10 and decreased Interferon gamma production. Recently, Laukova M et al. demonstrating that repeated stress via alteration in catecholamines exaggerates the inflammatory response likely by recruiting peripheral monocytes and neutrophils to the spleen. Mayer et al. also showed redistribution in the total number of leucocytes, lymphocytes and neutrophils produce by chronic stress stimuli which could be related to the reduced ability of these cells to access immunological organs.

The remote and cumulative ancestral stress programs central metabolic pathways that are involved in catecholamine biosynthesis, immune responses, and microbial host interactions. Stress during early life increased the number of fecal boli and alters the fecal microbiota in response to a novel stress. During the first day of pregnancy, bacterial communities within maternal gut and vaginal compartments can impact the regulation of host immunity, metabolism, neurodevelopment, behavior and offspring development.

The immune cells present in Central Nervous System were also affected by prenatal stress situation. Prenatal stress altered morphology and biological activity of microglia cells and contributed to the behavioral changes observed in depression in adulthood.

Conclusion
It is important to denote that the relationship between stress and immune function is complex, but previous studies showed that repeated chronic stress stimuli during pregnancy can produced several alterations in offspring immune system which predispose to health disorders.
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